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B1+interferometry for the calibration of RF transmitter arrays
Abstract
Multiple-channel RF transmission holds great promise for MRI, especially for human applications at
high fields. For calibration it requires mapping the effective RF magnetic fields, B(1) (+), of the
transmitter array. This is challenging to do accurately and fast due to the large dynamic range of B(1)
(+) and tight SAR constraints. In the present work, this problem is revisited and solved by a novel
mapping approach relying on an interference principle. The B(1) (+) fields of individual transmitter
elements are measured indirectly by observing their interference with a SAR-efficient baseline RF field.
In this fashion even small RF fields can be observed in the B(1) (+) -sensitive large-flip-angle regime.
Based on a set of such experiments B(1) (+) maps of the individual transmitter channels are obtained by
solving a linear inverse problem. Confounding relaxation and off-resonance effects are addressed by an
extended signal model and nonlinear fitting. Using the novel approach, 2D mapping of an 8-channel
transmitter array was accomplished in less than a minute. For validation it is demonstrated that mapping
results do not vary with T(1) or parameters of the mapping sequence. In RF shimming experiments it is
shown that the measured B(1) (+) maps accurately reflect the linearity of RF superposition.
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1 Abstract
Multiple-channel RF transmission holds great promise for MRI, especially for hu-
man applications at high fields. For calibration it requires mapping the effective
RF magnetic fields, B+1 , of the transmitter array. This is challenging to do accu-
rately and fast due to the large dynamic range of B+1 and tight SAR constraints. In
the present work this problem is revisited and solved by a novel mapping approach
relying on an interference principle. The B+1 fields of individual transmitter ele-
ments are measured indirectly by observing their interference with a SAR-efficient
baseline RF field. In this fashion even small RF fields can be observed in the
B+1 -sensitive large-flip-angle regime. Based on a set of such experiments B
+
1 maps
of the individual transmitter channels are obtained by solving a linear inverse
problem. Confounding relaxation and off-resonance effects are addressed by an
extended signal model and nonlinear fitting. Using the novel approach 2D map-
ping of an 8-channel transmitter array was accomplished in less than a minute.
For validation it is demonstrated that mapping results do not vary with T1 or
parameters of the mapping sequence. In RF shimming experiments it is shown
that the measured B+1 maps accurately reflect the linearity of RF superposition.
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2 Introduction
Ultra-high-field MR in humans promises superior intrinsic signal-to-noise ratio,
enhanced T ∗2 contrast and better chemical shift separation [1, 2]. However, the
transition to very high field strengths of 7T and beyond poses a range of technical
and methodological challenges, many of which are related to the radiofrequency
(RF) fields used for exciting MR in human tissue. As the proton Larmor frequency
increases to 300MHz and beyond, wavelength effects and the specific distribution
of dielectric properties in the subject strongly influence effective RF transmit fields.
In addition, the specific absorption rate (SAR), i.e. the dissipation of RF energy in
tissue, also increases. As a consequence, it is a complex problem to perform RF ex-
citation (or other spin manipulations) with closely controlled spatial response and
SAR. One promising way of addressing this challenge is multi-channel transmis-
sion (MCT) with RF transmitter arrays. The increasing variety of current MCT
approaches can be roughly divided into two categories. In one class of methods the
elements of a transmitter array are driven with fixed relative phase and amplitude,
an approach that is frequently referred to as RF shimming [3, 4]. The second kind
of MCT methods applies fully individual RF waveforms to different transmitter
channels, enabling even more tailored excitations such as Transmit SENSE [5, 6].
A common feature of all of these methods is the fundamental need to know RF
characteristics of the individual array elements. For full control of RF interference
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in MCT each array element needs to be characterized in terms of its B+1 field dis-
tribution within the region of interest (ROI). Unless reliable model calculations are
available such calibration must be performed by in-situ B+1 field mapping. Com-
pared with volume-coil mapping at lower field strengths, B+1 mapping for MCT
at ultra-high-field is substantially more demanding. Firstly, large dynamic ranges
must be covered due to the strong inhomogeneity of single-element B+1 fields. Sec-
ondly, increased B0 inhomogeneity at high field complicates the interpretation of
B+1 reference scans. Thirdly, the higher SAR deposition of RF pulses at high field
limits the use of large-angle pulses for B+1 mapping purposes. And finally, MCT
is extremely demanding in terms of the speed of B+1 mapping. For each element
of the transmit array an individual B+1 map needs to be obtained for each subject
and target region.
One popular class of MRI-based B+1 mapping techniques relies on the acquisition
of two sets of signals prepared with different RF pulses or different sequence tim-
ing. The actual rotation angles involved are then obtained by interpreting the
observed signals within analytic models of the signal formation. The two sig-
nals may be gradient echoes excited with two different nominal flip angles [7] or
repetition times [8]. The former approach is commonly referred to as the double-
angle method and was originally proposed in the form of a spin-echo sequence
with variable-angle excitation [9, 10]. Further early B+1 mapping methods were
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based spin echo and a stimulated echo [11] or generally on two different echoes
produced with a three-pulse sequence [12]. However, while widely used for tradi-
tional B+1 mapping tasks the use of only two test signals does not offer sufficient
dynamic range. Another approach makes use of large-flip-angle composite pulses
for MR excitation [13] or refocusing [14]. At high field these methods are very
time-consuming because the high SAR values of such composite pulses imposes
long repetition times. A recently presented approach using the 180◦ signal null in
a 3D gradient-echo sequence [15] is not applicable for 2D readouts of single or few
slices, inflicting the long scan times of a full 3D acquisition. The methods that are
known to offer the largest dynamic range rely on the acquisition of multiple data
sets using a series of excitation flip angles in a spin echo [16] or gradient-echo [17]
sequence. The methods described thus far are very time consuming, because they
require full relaxation between successive image acquisitions. Furthermore, with
slice-selective excitation pulses for 2D mapping the actual flip angle varies across
the slice profile, precluding the use of large test angles.
This survey of existing methods illustrates the challenges of calibrating a transmit
array for ultra-high-field MRI accurately, within SAR limits, and within a time
frame acceptable for the preparation stage of an actual MR exam. The underlying
difficulty is closely connected with two key aspects of the B+1 mapping task. One is
the necessity to disambiguate B+1 during transmission and the sensitivity of signal
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detection, which is not possible in the small flip-angle regime. Therefore every
part of the region of interest must undergo large-angle nutation in at least part of
the mapping procedure. It is mainly this requirement that makes large dynamic
B+1 -ranges and SAR limits a challenging combination. The other important point
is that the relationship between B+1 and received MR signals is additionally en-
tangled with a range of other factors, particularly saturation and relaxation, the
spatial response of the RF pulses involved, and B0 inhomogeneity. It is due to
these complications that B+1 mapping frequently uses very long repetition times
and time-consuming 3D schemes, and lacks accuracy at high field.
In the present work we revisit these problems and propose novel ways of solving
them. Firstly, the need for large nutation angles is addressed by the adoption of
an interference approach for B+1 assessment. Instead of mapping the B
+
1 fields of
single array elements directly it is proposed to rather measure the interference of
each single-element B+1 with a SAR-efficient baseline RF field distribution. In this
fashion the net sensitivity of array B+1 mapping is boosted by already exploiting
array transmission. Secondly, the complex behavior of B+1 mapping signals is ad-
dressed by interpreting them within a parametric model that includes all relevant
signal dependencies. In conjunction with an efficient 2D imaging sequence this
comprehensive model permits fast and highly accurate slice-wise B+1 assessment.
It is demonstrated that combining these approaches enables the accurateB+1 calibration
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of an 8-channel transmission system at 7T in less than a minute.
3 Methods
3.1 Materials
All experiments were performed on a Philips Achieva 7T whole-body MR system
(Philips Healthcare, Cleveland, Ohio). On this system the power output of the
RF amplifier is set in terms of a nominal B+1 -value according to initial power cali-
bration. For the sake of simplicity all B+1 mapping results will be given relative to
this nominal value and denoted as Brel1 . The proposed methods were tested with
three different RF devices: an end-capped, shielded, tight-fitting transmit-receive
head birdcage resonator, which will be referred to as ’T/R head’ (Philips Health-
care, Cleveland, Ohio). ’TX volume’ was a shielded, open and wider (30 cm inner
diameter) birdcage resonator, which was combined with a 16-channel receive-only
surface coil array insert (Nova Medical Inc, Wilmington, Massachusetts). The
’T/R array’ was a custom-built 8-channel transmit-receive array (see Fig. 1.b)
and [18, 19]) driven by an equally custom-built RF-shim feed system [20]. For
all experiments the average and peak forward power at the RF amplifier output
were limited to 10W and 2.4 kW, respectively. For SAR considerations the RF
electric fields produced by the T/R array were simulated using a finite-integral
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time-domain method. Details of the simulation and its validation are described
in [19].
Two different phantoms were used: A 15 cm-diameter sphere and a 12 cm-
diameter cylindrical phantom, both containing aqueous 41mM KCl solution. The
cylindrical phantom was subdivided into compartments of different T1 relaxation
times ranging between 150ms and 800ms (see Tab. 1). T1 adjustment was achieved
by doping with Gd-DOTA (DOTAREM R©, Laboratoire Guerbet, Roissy CDG,
France). B+1 maps were generally acquired in the central transverse plane of each
phantom.
3.2 Interferometry for B+1 mapping
MRI-basedB+1 mapping generally relies on observing how the targetB
+
1 manipulates
the nuclear magnetization in a suitable pulse sequence. In such an experiment the
signal received from a certain position depends not only on the local B+1 and the
available magnetization but also on the local sensitivity of the receiver used. To
disambiguate B+1 from the other two factors it is generally necessary to establish a
nonlinear relationship between the received signal and B+1 [12]. This is achieved
by large-angle nutation at some stage of a mapping sequence. To achieve high
B+1 sensitivity and full spatial coverage, nutation angles well beyond 30
◦ must be
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reached throughout the region of interest (ROI). For mapping B+1 fields of large dy-
namic range this means that high drive powers must be used to reach B+1 sensitivity
also in regions of low B+1 . At ultra-high-field this requirement translates into very
time consuming procedures due to stringent SAR constraints.
This problem is illustrated in the left column of Fig. 2. Driving only a single
element c (1 ≤ c ≤ C) of the T/R array results in a B+1,c (~r) distribution with a
sharp maximum close to the element Fig. 2.3.a). In much of the phantom the
B+1 of the single element is very small yielding low B
+
1 sensitivity.
To overcome this problem we propose a conceptual separation between the
need to work in the large flip-angle regime and the aim to measure small B+1 .
These two goals can indeed be reconciled by measuring B+1 distributions of large
dynamic range not by themselves but superimposed on a less dynamic baseline
B+1 . Such a baseline field can be thought of as shifting the nutation angle to a
favorable working point where small interference by the superimposed, dynamic
field can be better sensed.
With a transmit array the interference approach can be readily implemented
by choosing some suitable driving configuration to generate the baseline field and
then causing interference by varying the contribution of individual channels. The
resulting driving configurations are characterized by the complex-valued relative
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current amplitudes (I)m,c, where 1 ≤ m ≤ M and 1 ≤ c ≤ C enumerate the
driving configurations and the array elements, respectively. The net excitation
field of configuration m (B+1,m ) is then given by the complex superposition of the
excitation fields of the individual elements (B+1,c ):
B+1,m (~r) =
C∑
c=1
(I)m,cB
+
1,c (~r) [1]
Given a sufficient number of such configurations, yielding a set of M configu-
ration maps B+1,m , single-coil maps B
+
1,c can be calculated by applying the inverse
of the matrix I on a pixel-by-pixel basis:
B+1,c (~r) =
M∑
m=1
(
(IHWI)−1IHW
)
c,m
B+1,m (~r) [2]
where H denotes the Hermitian conjugate of a matrix.
The positive definite diagonal matrixW permits weighting the measuredB+1,m by
their confidence if more configurations are mapped than channels are present in the
array. Note that this weighting can be done individually for each pixel, which is
important because noise levels can vary significantly in single-configuration maps.
Generally, good numerical conditioning of the inversion step is crucial since both
noise and mapping errors can otherwise be strongly amplified. In particular the
number of configurations mapped must not be smaller than the number of array
elements.
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Based on these considerations the choice of driving configurations is governed by
three partly competing objectives:
1. Maintaining large B+1 throughout the sample for all m.
2. Avoiding high local electric fields within the sample for all m.
3. Ensuring good conditioning of I
The very optimal choice of configurations naturally depends on the individual
array and imaging setup and cannot be made without detailed prior knowledge
about B+1,c . However, favorable choices can also be derived heuristically. One
generic option is to start from a quadrature configuration1 and invert the input
phase of single channels, one per configuration:
(I)m,c =

−ei 2pi(c−1)C , m = c;
ei
2pi(c−1)
C , m 6= c.
[3]
In this case, the quadrature configuration generates the baseline B+1 field con-
sidered above, permitting the sensitive mapping of field interferences by the indi-
vidual array elements. This method was successfully applied in the present work,
as reported in the subsequent section. Notwithstanding, a range of enhanced
1Driving the current of each port of the array with right-hand circular phase increment equiv-
alently to the current distribution between the rungs of a birdcage resonator in ideal circular
polarization (homogeneous mode) is denoted as quadrature.
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strategies can be conceived. For instance, if the generic scheme of Eq. [3] does not
yield B+1,cmaps of sufficient quality, further configurations can be included. Impor-
tantly, the choice of these additional configurations can be based on the existing
B+1,c estimates. For example, RF shim parameters could be calculated that focus
B+1 field in regions of previously poor mapping quality. This RF shim could then
serve as a new baseline configuration.
3.3 Mapping Sequence
For mapping theB+1,m fields produced by individual driving configurations a multiple-
flip-angle approach was used. The nutations that sensitize the mapping sequence
to B+1 should be non-selective to circumvent confounding slice profile effects. At
the same time the imaging sequence as such should be limited to 2 dimensions
to be time-efficient. These goals were reconciled by using a 2D gradient-echo se-
quence with a non-selective, spoiled prepulse of varying nominal flip angle, similar
to a scheme described in [21]. A schematic of this sequence is shown in Fig. 1.a.
The block prepulse had a duration of 2ms, followed by spoiler gradient pulses
of 4ms. The nominal prepulse flip angle (α) was increased in even steps from
0◦ to the maximum possible with the respective transmitter (typically 400◦ in
10 to 20 steps). The following slice excitation was performed with a low flip
angle of typically 20◦ and a small slice thickness of 2mm to prevent effects of
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through-plane B0 inhomogeneity. Throughout, the drive configuration chosen for
the saturation pulse was also used for applying the subsequent excitation pulse.
Doing so removes the need to switch the configuration between the two pulses and
thus reduces hardware requirements.
Due to the moderate spatial variation of B+1 the resolution of the image read-
out was set to 64× 64. Two different acquisition schemes were used and com-
pared. The first was a steady-state spin-warp scheme with a repetition time of
TR = 200ms unless stated otherwise. Shorter TRwere prevented by SAR lim-
its. The steady-state condition was ensured by 15 dummy runs before each actual
image acquisition. The second acquisition variant was a single-shot echo-planar
imaging (EPI) readout, which drastically reduces the overall scan time. No dummy
runs were performed prior to EPI acquisition. EPI is susceptible to image distor-
tion due to B0 inhomogeneity. However, in the present application this effect is
benign because it does not vary with driving configurations and prepulse flip angles.
Using either acquisition variant an image series with increasing prepulse angle
was obtained for each driving configuration. This series was then fitted, pixel by
pixel, to a signal model incorporating all relevant influences on the observable sig-
nal strength. Slightly different models were required for the steady-state spin-warp
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and the transient-state EPI data (Eq. [5] and Eq. [4], respectively). The detailed
derivations are given in 6.1. The only free parameters of either signal model are
the ratio of the actual and nominal flip angle, (Brel1 ), and T1. Additionally the
models incorporate the influence of the local static baseline field B0 . The latter
was assessed in a standard fashion by gradient-echo imaging with two different
echo times (∆TE = 0.5ms,TR = 100ms). In T/R array experiments the array
was driven in quadrature for B0mapping.
The nonlinear model fitting was done in a least-squares sense by an initial
coarse exhaustive search neglecting off-resonance effects (∆B0 = 0), followed by
iterative refinement of Brel1 and T1 values incorporating the influence of local off-
resonance. The Brel1 and T1 fitting the data closest were stored in corresponding
B+1 and T1 maps.
The described mapping and fitting procedure yields the magnitude of B+1 in
absolute terms (even though expressed here relative to a nominal value). It is
not capable of measuring the absolute phase of B+1 fields. However, knowledge of
absolute phase is not necessary for most practical applications of MCT. For con-
trolling the RF field superposition in a transmit array it is sufficient to know the
phases of the B+1,c only up to an arbitrary phase offset, which must be the same
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for all array elements but which may vary in space. This reduced requirement is
fulfilled by the net image phase obtained in the experiments described above. On
this basis the phase of the first image, i.e. that obtained without prepulse, was
used as the phase of B+1 for the respective drive configuration.
Data acquired with array reception generally required channel combination after
reconstruction of single-channel images. Throughout, this combination was per-
formed such as to optimize the SNR of the combined image [22]. The corresponding
spatially varying combination coefficients were determined once initially from the
data acquired for B0mapping.
3.4 Single-Channel Validation
In a first validation step, the B+1 mapping procedure was subject to basic tests,
using a single-channel transmitter, namely the T/R head resonator, loaded with
the spherical phantom. Robustness with respect to varying saturation and relax-
ation effects was then demonstrated with the cylindrical multiple-T1 phantom in
the same resonator. The T1 values obtained as a side product of the fitting process
were compared with reference values measured by a single-voxel inversion recovery
method. The same setup was used to further test the validity of the signal model
by varying sequence properties in the spin-warp scheme. First the repetition time
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TRwas varied between 200ms and 800ms. In a second experiment the number
of different prepulse angles α was varied between 10 and 39, keeping the maxi-
mum angle constant. For further validation B+1 mapping in the spherical phantom
was used to predict the signal nulls produced by a 180◦ excitation pulse in 3D
gradient-echo imaging (as proposed by [15]). Finally, the B+1 maps obtained using
the spin-warp and EPI schemes were compared using the TX volume coil and the
spherical phantom.
3.5 RF-Shim Validation
Targeted excitation by superposition of B+1,c produced by different transmitter el-
ements forms the basis of all MCT methods such as RF shimming and Transmit
SENSE. To be useful for MCT calibration, B+1 mapping must enable accurate
predictions of such superpositions. In particular, the B+1 map of a driving config-
uration and the B+1 maps of the individual transmit channels involved must fulfill
Eq. [1] to be consistent. Verifying this equality validates the proposed B+1 mapping
approach also for transmit arrays and demonstrates its applicability for MCT cal-
ibration.
To perform this verification the T/R array was loaded with the spherical phan-
tom and B+1 mapping data were obtained with the EPI readout. For each of the
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described 8 generic driving configurations (Eq. [3]) 20 flip-angle steps were per-
formed at a repetition time of 300ms, resulting in a total scan time of 48 s. Based
on the mapping results RF shim factors were calculated such as to focus the net
B+1 in a certain pixel, using nonlinear least-squares optimization. The resulting
RF-shimmed driving configuration was then experimentally implemented and its
B+1 was mapped in the same way as previously for the generic driving configura-
tions. Following Eq. [1] the mapping result was predicted by the corresponding
numerical superposition of the single-channel B+1,cmaps.
4 Results
4.1 Interferometry for B+1 mapping
Figure 2.1 showsB+1 maps produced by single-element excitation a), the full quadra-
ture configuration b), and the first array drive configuration of Eq. [3] with inverted
current amplitude in the array element at the top of the phantom c). In all three
cases the RF pulse was scaled to the same amplitude at each element driven. It
can be seen that single-element excitation hardly produces any signal in most of
the ROI compared to quadrature excitation. The proposed array drive configura-
tion yields a similar overall amount of excitation as quadrature. The concomitant
electric fields, obtained by simulation, are depicted in the second row of this figure
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(Fig. 2.2), for equal total forward power delivered to the array. Single-element
excitation causes the highest local electric field, which is 6 times higher than the
maximum in the quadrature case and 2 times higher than with the proposed drive
configuration.
Figure 2.3 shows B+1 maps of the same array element generated with the pro-
posed mapping sequence and fitting approach. The first map was obtained with
conventional single-channel excitation a). The second map was obtained with the
proposed interference approach, using driving configurations as described above
b). Figure 2.4 shows estimates of the noise content in these B+1 maps. The noise
estimates were obtained by strongly smoothing the B+1 maps and subtracting the
smoothed versions from the originals. It is seen that the interference approach re-
duces noise in the B+1 maps substantially, especially in regions where the the B
+
1 of
the single element is low. Pixels close to the edge of the phantom are not accu-
rately mapped by the novel method. This can be explained by the higher required
consistency of the signal acquisition between different scans, which is challenged
due to partial-volume effects in aforementioned regions.
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4.2 Single-Channel Validation
The results of the single-channel validation experiments are shown in Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4. Figure 3.a) shows typical signal fitting results for the spin-warp and EPI
schemes, illustrating the adequacy of the underlying signal models. Independence
of B+1 mapping results from T1 is demonstrated by the B
+
1 map shown in Fig. 3.c),
which does not exhibit any correlation with the corresponding T1 map in d). Fur-
thermore, the T1 values obtained along with B
+
1 through joint fitting correspond
reasonably well with reference values measured by single-voxel inversion recovery
as summarized in Tab. 1. The fitted T1 values were found to be more accurate
for relaxation times comparable to the repetition time of the sequence. For longer
relaxation times (T1  2TR ), the acquired signal depends less on T1 variations.
This results in the observed lower accuracy of fitted T1 values, but actually im-
proves the robustness of the B+1 fitting. Generally the accuracy of the fitted T1
values is much less than that of the B+1 results and the proposed approach is hence
not suited for high-performance T1 mapping.
The proposed combination of imaging sequence and B+1 fitting proved robust
also against variations of sequence properties as shown in Fig. 3.e) and f). Both
for varying TR and for varying flip angle series the obtained B
+
1 data show excellent
congruence. The only exception are the two small indentations marked by arrows
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in f). These coincide with signal voids caused by the walls of the compartment
in the middle of the phantom. It is therefore likely that these small errors are
related to partial-volume effects. Figure 3.f) also shows that a rather low number
of flip angles of about 10 to 12 are sufficient for very accurate B+1 measurements.
Figure 3.b) confirms that the ring of zero signal in a 3D gradient-echo sequence
was indeed accurately predicted by the proposed B+1 mapping method.
Finally Fig. 4 shows that the much faster single-shot EPI readout yielded a
very similar B+1 map as the more robust but also much more time consuming
spin-warp scheme. The minor degradation of the EPI data is due to lower SNR
and geometrical distortion caused by B0 inhomogeneity. Nevertheless the mapping
quality achieved with the EPI readout is certainly sufficient for typical calibration
tasks in MCT.
4.3 RF Shim Results
The total scan time for mapping the 8-channel T/R array with EPI readouts was
40 s. The additional B0 map was acquired in 6 s. The nonlinear fitting proce-
dure took roughly 10 s per B+1,mmap under Matlab 7.1 R©(The Mathworks, Natick,
Massachusetts) on a common PC. However, the fitting routines can be started as
soon as scanning is completed for the first driving configuration and then run in
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parallel with data acquisition. In this fashion the whole B+1 mapping procedure
was completed within less than a minute (56 s). It used 1.8W average forward RF
power per B+1,mmap acquired and a peak power of 2.1 kW. The RF shim parame-
ters used for focusing B+1 in a given region are listed in Tab. 2. As shown in Fig. 5
the predicted and mapped RF shimming results coincide very closely. It should
be noted that the small residual discrepancies in these results do not necessarily
indicate inaccuracy of the B+1 mapping, but also reflect the finite accuracy of the
custom-built RF shimming hardware.
5 Discussion and Conclusion
The methodology introduced in this work combines an interference approach with
a comprehensive parametric signal model to achieve accurate B+1 mapping of trans-
mitter arrays within tight SAR and time constraints. It is important to note that
the two underlying principles are conceptually independent and can each be readily
used in other combinations. In particular, the interference approach could equally
facilitate conventional B+1 mapping of transmitter arrays, e.g., using a double-angle
method. For moderate dynamic ranges of B+1 this combination promises a further
significant gain in mapping speed. Likewise the sequence and parametric model
employed here can also serve for B+1 mapping of single-channel systems.
Using B+1 interferometry the B
+
1 fields of array elements are not measured directly
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but via their interference with a SAR-efficient baseline field. In this fashion even
small B+1 fields can be observed in the large-flip-angle regime. This strategy could
also be viewed as shifting the working point of the B+1 measurement from zero flip
angle to a baseline angle at which MR signals change unambiguously with B+1 . As
a result the numerical conditioning of extracting B+1 values improves significantly,
reducing the propagation not only of thermal noise but also of systematic errors.
These benefits are confirmed by the experimental results obtained in this study.
Unlike previous techniques the interference method yields single-channel B+1 -maps
with an accuracy that is largely independent of the local RF field strength of the
respective element. Importantly, the B+1 results were also found not to be biased
by parameters of the mapping sequence or by the local T1 and B0 offset. Their
accuracy was demonstrated by a high level of consistency between predicted and
measured B+1 fields generated by RF shimming. This finding confirms the suitabil-
ity of the extended signal model and nonlinear fitting procedure employed in this
work. Besides B+1 maps it also yields T1 maps as a byproduct. These maps are
significantly less accurate than the B+1 results because the MR signal depends less
sensitively on relaxation. However, such rough T1 estimates could still be useful,
e.g., for further sequence planning.
Measuring B+1 by interference relies on the ability to superimpose independent RF
field components and to generate a reasonably homogeneous baseline field. It thus
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exploits the benefits of MCT already at the stage of calibrating the transmitter
array. Doing so effectively requires a rough idea of the expected RF field dis-
tributions and is governed by the competing goals of achieving large flip angles,
controlling the conditioning of the inverse problem, and limiting RF power deposi-
tion. Clearly, the design of the calibration experiments cannot rely on the B+1 maps
that will only be the result of these scans. Therefore the choice of driving con-
figurations for the mapping routine must be made heuristically or based on prior
knowledge. In the present work a simple heuristic driving scheme has been found
to work well for calibrating a circular coil array.
In cases where the initial driving scheme does not yield satisfactory mapping re-
sults it can be extended by complementary configurations that stabilize the inverse
calculation in Eq. [2]. It is important to note that the choice of such additional con-
figurations can actually be based on the B+1 estimates that are already available.
The resulting incremental optimization of the calibration strategy is expected to
arrive at robust B+1 maps fairly quickly for transmitter arrays of reasonable cov-
erage. Such a process could be regarded as boot-strapping calibration of MCT
systems and will likely also converge, if less quickly, after starting from an arbi-
trary set of initial configurations.
Ultimately, for each constellation of transmitter array, sample, and region of inter-
est there exist optimal driving schemes that reach a given accuracy target with a
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minimal number of configurations. However, such optimal schemes are of largely
academic interest because they can be identified only after exact B+1 maps have
already been obtained in one way or another. Furthermore they depend on the
exact local SAR characteristics of the respective setup, which cannot be assessed
with present-day in-vivo methodology.
Based on the results of the present study the proposed mapping methodology is
expected to enable accurately tailored RF shimming and Transmit SENSE. The
high B+1 sensitivity of the interference approach enables single-shot readouts, per-
mitting 2D mapping of an 8-channel array in less than a minute. Due to the
smooth spatial variation of B+1 it is expected that single-slice calibration will often
be sufficient for applications to surrounding slabs of moderate thickness. For larger
volumes, the B+1 mapping sequence could be extended to 3D operation by adding
phase encoding in the slice direction. Alternatively, readouts of multiple slices
could be performed successively after a single non-selective preparation pulse. For
few slices this option would cause only a moderate increase in overall scan time.
The duration of B+1 calibration is thus reduced to a range similar to that of other
preparation steps, such as volume shimming. The proposed approach therefore
promises to render fully calibrated array transmission truly practical, filling a key
gap in current MCT methodology.
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6 Appendix
6.1 Signal Model Calculation
Let Brel1 denote the ratio between the actual and nominal B
+
1 . Then the nomi-
nal flip angles α, β of the block prepulse and the slice-selective excitation pulse
(Fig. 1) result in effective angles of αBrel1 and βB
rel
1 . Note that B
rel
1 is the same
in both expressions, reflecting the fact that the same drive configuration is used
for both pulses. Neglecting relaxation during these short pulses their effect can
be represented by net rotation matrices, which depend not only on the effective
angles but also on the static field offset ∆B0. These matrices, say P (αB
rel
1 ,∆B0)
and Q(βBrel1 ,∆B0), were numerically calculated for relevant parameter ranges and
stored in a look-up table.
Spoiling is assumed to be ideal. Hence the effect of the RF pulses is reduced to
multiplying the z magnetization by, respectively, Pz,z and Qz,z. Longitudinal relax-
ation is assumed to occur only between the RF pulses, and modeled as exponential
with a single effective T1 value per image voxel. The evolution of longitudinal mag-
netization during a series of sequence repetitions can then be described recursively
as follows.
Let M
(i−1)
z denote the longitudinal magnetization of a given voxel before slice ex-
citation in the (i−1)th sequence repetition. Undergoing the subsequent RF pulses
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and relaxation intervals it gives rise to:
M (i)z =M0
(
1− exp
(
−∆
T1
))
+ exp
(
−∆
T1
)
Pz,z(α
(i)Brel1 ,∆B0)·(
M0
(
1− exp
(
−TR −∆
T1
))
+ exp
(
−TR −∆
T1
)
M (i−1)z Qz,z(βB
rel
1 , 0)
) [4]
where M0 denotes the thermal equilibrium magnetization and α
(i) indicates an
individual prepulse angle in each sequence repetition. Qz,z is generally taken equal
to its value at zero B0 offset, reflecting the assumption of a good Mz slice profile.
Consider a readout (e.g. single-shot EPI ) that yields a full image in each sequence
repetition (i). The pixel values of such an image will be proportional to the
available M
(i)
z . They additionally scale with further factors, such as sin(βBrel1 )
and the sensitivity of the receiver coil. However these latter factors do not vary
with the prepulse angle and can thus be eliminated by normalizing all images by
a reference obtained with α = 0. Such normalization also eliminates the unknown
equilibrium magnetizationM0. Given ∆B0 from a separately acquired B0 map the
only remaining free parameters of the recursive model are Brel1 and T1 of the pixel
under consideration.
A slightly different model is required to analyze the standard case of many sequence
repetitions per image. For this case the nominal prepulse angle α is kept constant
while acquiring an image and the magnetization is assumed to be driven into steady
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state by initial dummy repetitions:
M (i+1)z = M
(i)
z ⇒
M steadyz = M0
Pz,z(αB
rel
1 ,∆B0 ) exp
(
− ∆
T1
)(
1− exp
(
−TR−∆
T1
))
+ 1− exp
(
− ∆
T1
)
1− Pz,z(αBrel1 , B0 )Qz,z(βBrel1 , 0) exp
(
−TR
T1
) [5]
Again, normalization by a reference image obtained with α = 0 eliminates M0 and
other constant factors, leaving only Brel1 and T1 to be fitted.
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Comparison of T1 values
Compartment 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
T IR1 [ms] 150 ± 14 190 ± 14 220 ± 14 270 ± 14 380 ± 14 630 ± 14 800 ± 14
TB11 [ms] 162 ± 20 204 ± 15 237 ± 13 303 ± 14 411 ± 14 513 ± 30 901 ± 73
Table 1: Comparison of T1 values measured by single voxel spectroscopic inversion
recovery (T IR1 ) to the values obtained by the B
+
1 mapping sequence (T
B1
1 ). The
error of the spectroscopic measurement was determined by the resolution of the
stepping of the inversion time. The error of the TB11 values has been determined
by the standard deviation of all pixels located entirely inside the compartment.
RF shim parameters
Element nr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Attenuation [dB] -15 -2 0 -4 -15 -16 -8 -16
Phase [◦] 15 0 0 0 -15 180 0 180
Table 2: RF shim parameters used for the experiment depicted in Fig. 5. The
phases and attenuation coefficients are denoted relative to the quadrature excita-
tion current.
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Figure 1: a) Diagram of the pulse sequence implemented for the frequency encode
gradient (f), phase encode (p), slice selection (s) and RF signals. The sequence
consists of a non-selective saturation block pulse followed by a slice-selective, small
flip angle, gradient echo recalled readout of the magnetization pattern produced by
the prepulse. In this schematic a spinwarp readout is depicted which was replaced
by a single-shot EPI readout for MCT calibration experiments. b) CAD drawing
of the 8 channel microstrip array and phantom used for the measurements.
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Figure 2: Comparison between single element excitation and improved array drive
configuration for B+1 mapping. 1) B
+
1 field measured when exciting the phantom
using a) single coil, b) quadrature and c) the configuration given by Eq. [3] inverting
the phase of the top element (all images have equal color scaling). 2) full-wave
numerical simulations of the electric fields produced by delivering equal total power
to the coil array for taking the images in 1). 3) B+1 maps acquired using a) single
coil excitation and b) the configuration described above. 4) noise maps estimated
by substraction of a smoothed map corresponding to 3).
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Figure 3: Validations of B+1 mapping sequence and evaluations. a) Example of
fits (solid line) performed to the data (dots) using steady-state spinwarp readout
(blue) and single-shot EPI (green). b) Using the measured B+1 map the signal null
produced by a local flip angle of 180◦ is predicted (solid white lines) for a given
nominal flip angle and compared to the corresponding (gray-scale plot) acquired
3D gradient echo image. c)B+1 map and d) corresponding T1 map in the cylindrical
phantom with compartments having different longitudinal relaxation times. The
black line marks the position of the profiles taken for plots e) and f). e) Profile of
B+1 maps from c) acquired using different repetition times TR in the sequence. f)
Same profile as e) resulting from different total numbers (N) of flip angles acquired.
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Figure 5: Example of an RF shim experiment planned using B+1 maps of the
’T/R array’ acquired using the novel method and an EPI readout. The RF shim
parameters are optimized to focus the excitation inside the dashed circle. The
left image shows the B+1 field calculated by the superposition of the single array
element B+1 maps. The right image shows the B
+
1 field measured adjusting these
RF shim parameters to the array feed system. The two profile plots along the two
axes indicated show the direct comparison between the two maps.
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